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(PG13) Dir Christopher NolanUS 2006.
‘Are you watching closely?’ Michael Caine
asks in the opening scene of this film, before
explaining that every classic magic trick 
has three acts. First is ‘the pledge’, where the
magician shows you something ordinary.
Then comes ‘the turn’ when he’ll make the
ordinary do something extraordinary but
that’s not enough, you need part three – ‘the
prestige’. This is the hardest part, the finale
when you ‘see something shocking you’ve
never seen before’. 

Caine’s character is speaking as an
ingénieur, a designer of elaborate stage
illusions, but he could have been talking
about this film. Watch closely, because 
you really haven’t seen this one before. 

Robert Angier (Hugh Jackman) and
Alfred Borden (Christian Bale) are jobbing
magicians in 19th century London, who
become sworn enemies after Angier’s wife
dies in a trick as a result of Borden’s
mistake. They go their separate ways, 
with Angier becoming increasingly bitter
and resentful while Borden flourishes, with
a family of his own. When Borden performs
a spectacular trick called ‘The Transported
Man’, Angier is consumed with admiration,
twisted with envy and along with the
services of his ingénieur, Cutter (Caine), 
they try to replicate it, leading to both
performers engaging in an escalating 
and deadly rivalry.

Based on the 1995 novel by Christopher
Priest, the script was adapted by director
Christopher Nolan and, like his previous films
Mementoand Insomnia, it deals with
perception and identity, with deft switches 
in points of view and flashbacks aplenty
supplementing the intrigue. To say much
more of the plot would distract from the
cinematic journey that you have to travel
yourself, but it’s a film brilliantly without
definable heroes – neither Borden nor Angier
can be reduced to good guy/bad guy clichés,
they’re driven men with powerful obsessions
that threaten to entirely overwhelm them.

Turns from Scarlett Johansson as the
spurned assistant Olivia and a rather jowly
David Bowie as real-life inventor Nikola
Tesla (locked in his own duel with rival
Thomas Edison) bolster the quality of the
cast, but it’s Jackman and, especially, Bale
who really shine. 

Throughout the film we’re repeatedly 
told about the magician’s art, methods,
misdirection and the grisly secrets of 
his trade – but the terrific direction by
Christopher Nolan deploys dazzling sleights
of hand and cunning trompe d’oeils that
elevate proceedings into the realms of the
truly mesmerising. Magic is hard to find 
in cinemas these days but he conjures up
something really quite ingenious and in 
(yet another) year filled with sequels and
remakes, this film is far more than typical
Hollywood smoke and mirrors. Matt Pomroy
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(U) Dir Gary Winick US 2006.
Add to the din of wiseacre animal movies a
small, soft voice of reason. A refreshing
children’s entertainment bereft of cutesy
pop-culture references and true to the letter
and spirit of EB White’s 1952 classic, the
new live action/animated Charlotte’s Web
succeeds against all expectations. Pluckily,
it holds its own in comparison to Babe, to the
1973 Hanna-Barbera film, maybe even to
tucked-in preslumber sessions with the
book itself. Even the creepy Dakota Fanning
Factor remains in check, playing, as she
does, an age-appropriate farm girl stirring
to the beauties of life, responsibility and
love. Of course, the story isn’t really about
Fern, as much as Wilbur (Dominic Scott
Kay), a spring pig haunted by the
smokehouse, and his new arachnid friend,
Charlotte (Julia Roberts, in her most
intelligent performance to date), who spins 
a plan to save him. If computer-generated

snout talk is the way into this new
generation’s heart, then so be it; all of the
voice work is superb, with Steve Buscemi’s
egocentric rat even eclipsing Paul Lynde’s
ultrasnide Templeton. Only occasionally do
the proceedings seem aggressively pastoral
and gooey – shot in Australia, the film is set
in a magically indeterminate era. But any
tears you may shed will be wholly earned. 
Joshua Rothkopf

Charlotte’s Web 
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(15) Dir Kevin MacdonaldUK, 2006.

If ever there was a film that lives and dies
with its lead actor, it’s this one. Forest
Whitaker gives a terrific, ambiguous
performance as Idi Amin, the army
commander in post-colonial Uganda who
seized power from President Milton Obote
in a military coup in 1971 and who spent
the next eight years amusing the world
with his bullish and bizarre rhetoric, from
awarding himself a CBE to claiming
kingship rights to Scotland. But with
Amin’s headline-grabbing, near-comic
banter came a rule of terror, expulsion and
murder that was peculiarly coloured by 
the many years Amin served in the British
imperial army. The complexity is there for
a dramatist to mine, and unsurprisingly
there have been other films about Amin,
including two quick-to-screen TV movies,
Raid On Entebbe and Victory At Entebbe
(both 1976) that reacted to the Israeli
commando attack on Kampala’s airport 
in 1976, and the fascinating 1974
documentary by Barbet Schroeder, Général
Idi Amin Dada: Autoportrait, which
instigated the taking of French hostages 
in Kampala until Schroeder made cuts
demanded by Amin.

But Kevin Macdonald’s debut fiction
feature, as partly scripted by faction 
scribe du jour Peter Morgan (The Queen), 
is the first to enjoy the benefit of reflection
and hindsight and, importantly, to be 
made in Uganda. It’s a wise decision that
allows cinematographer Anthony Dod
Mantle – who shoots partly on colour-rich
16mm – to make the most of the country’s
period architecture, red soils, lush
vegetation and local extras, lending 
the film  a welcome lack of distance 
or classical sombreness.

What emerges is a curious, not wholly
successful but still smartly conceived
blend of fact and fiction – as first imagined
by the source novelist Giles Foden. We
begin in Scotland in 1971, where the
entirely made-up Nicholas Garrigan (James
McAvoy) has graduated with a medical
degree and spins a globe to plan his escape
from a life as a suburban Scottish GP. He –
or luck – opts for Uganda where, as fate
would have it, Amin assumes power soon
after Garrigan’s arrival and an encounter
between the two men allows the young Scot

the opportunity to become personal
physician to the president. It’s a job he
accepts with the sort of blank, excitable
grin that becomes more annoying the more
McAvoy sports it: his incredulity itself is
incredulous. Surely ‘as green as a Garrigan’
must now enter the lexicon as a by-phrase
for chronic naivety?

We’re used to being led through African
stories by white hands, like European or
American tourists on safari: John Hurt did
the job in Shooting Dogs; Rachel Weisz and
Ralph Fiennes assumed the honour in 
The Constant Gardener; and, next month,
Leonardo DiCaprio will do the same in
Blood Diamond. Thankfully, the same
device here offers something more than 
a safe path through unfamiliar territory.
Amin had aspirations towards a perverted
idea of Britishness; British journalists
indulged the humour in Amin’s charming
behaviour; and Amin even employed a
British businessman, Bob Astles, as a close
adviser. In that sense, the character of
Garrigan, who f***s and fiddles while
Kampala burns, is a clever device that
implicates our enjoyment of Whitaker’s
performance and of Idi’s playboy home life
– the parties, the 1970s gear, the bluesy
music – with the sinister real reasons for
the smoke that billows on the horizon. True
violence only comes very late, but when 
it arrives it’s stark and unrestrained, and
focused intensely on two gruesome
incidents that have enormous power.

Still, Garrigan’s naivety, reckless
enjoyment of the spoils of an ill state and
late awakening to the truth about Amin are
sometimes hard to swallow. It’s the wily,
whispered chats of a British foreign office
stooge played superbly by a noxious Simon
McBurney that are more sinister and
instructive of the tightrope walked by
Europeans in 1970s Uganda. It’s a shame,
too, that the brutal power of Whitaker’s
performance is allowed to fade away in the
film’s closing moments in favour of a not-
very-thrilling escape sequence where all
the emphasis is on Garrigan rather than
Amin or Uganda. That said, Macdonald’s
first attempt at drama after the
documentaries One Day In September
and Touching The Void must mostly 
be considered a rousing success – and
Whitaker’s performance alone is 
a triumph. Dave Calhoun

The Last King Of Scotland


